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ABSTRACT 

A new feedback method for controlling the magnetic field in the aperture 
of a synchrotron is disclosed. The principle has been tested in the Bevatron 
by use of a self -energized connection. A reduction in the magnetic -field 
ripple of 3.6: 1 was obtained at the injection field of 300 gauss, and 8.4: 1 
at 15,500 gauss. Extension of this method to control the rate of rise of 
magnetic field is discussed. The effect of reduced magnetic-field ripple is 
demonstrated by the elimination of magnet-ripple structure from the 
secondary beam at 6.2 Bev. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is the purpose of this paper to describe a new principle of magnetic-
field control which is simpler and considerably more effective, and requires 
much less power, than methods in current useo Independent control of the 
rate of change of magnetic field during the injection interval will' facilitate 
increased charge acceptance, whereas control of the magnetic field at the 
full energy of the accelerator will permit prolonged secondary-beam pulses 
without an increase in the energy spread of the primary beamo It is extremely 
important to minimize the amplitude of the magnetic -field ripple in a synchrotron, 
especially during the intervals when the circulating particles are not captured 
in phase -stable orbits. Ripple in the magnetic field (a) reduces the effective 
aperture during injection by driving the injected charge into the walls of the 
aperture or the inflector, (b) reduces acceptance of injected particles by 
causing errors in the sensing of the appropriate magnetic field for the appli
cation of accelerating voltage, (c) drives the phase -oscillation amplitudes 
and causes· beam loss whenever the phase -oscillation frequency approaches 
a harmonic of the ripple frequency, and (d) reduces the effective intensity 
of the accelerator in scintillation-counter experiments by causing large 
fluctuations in the magnitude of the secondary-beam flux through variation 
of the quantity of primary beam that impinges upon the targeL 

PREVIOUS WORK 

The methods in current use for controlling the magnetic field in the 
aperture may be classified, according to their basic principle of operation, 
as methods of varying the magnitude and ripple content of the terminal 
voltage applied to the magnet. Two such methods have been tested with the 
Bevatron in attempts to attenuate the 12 -phase (720 cycle) and 24-phase 
(1440 cycle) ripple components in the magnetic fieldo The first method 1 

consisted of constructing two large series resonant filters to provide a low
impedance shunt path for the 720- and 1440 -cycle ripple components. 
Formidable problems developed in providing the correct terminal voltage 
for the filter which would eliminate the excitation of an uncontrolled transient 
in the magnet currenL Vacuum switches and charging supplies were added, 
but the time jitter of the switching circuits was sufficiently large so that the 
transient could neither be eliminated nor reproduced, and the method was 
abandoned. A second method for attenuating the ripple is peculiar to the 
power su:ppl y that excites the Bevatron magne L There are two 12 -phase 
generators connected in series with the two halves of the Bevatron magnet. 
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An elaborate electronic angular position servomechanism (synchronizer) 
was constructed which permitted an arbitrary selection of the relative 
angular positions of the two generator shafts. The relative phases of the 
generators were then adjusted to minimize either (not both) the 720- or 
1440 -cycle ripple components in the magnet voltage. This servo has been 
in use for more than a year now and has been found to be effective in reducing 
the beam losses when adjusted to minimize the 1440 -cycle ripple component. 
It is, however, a relatively complicated electronic circuit(about 50 vacuum 
tubes), and because it must function within narrow tolerance limits requires 
almost continuous monitoring and adjustment. Circuit failures have been 
frequent and have resulted in serious inroads in the useful operating time of 
the Bevatron. 

PRINCIPLE AND APPLICATION OF THE METHOD 

A fundamentally different method of magnetic field control has evolved 
from recent attempts to minimize the magnetic -field ripple. In principle it 
consists of operating on the magnetic field in that portion of the magnet gap 
where the beam circulates. Local control of the magnetic field is obtained 
through the excitation of a number of low-inductance copper tubes which are 
attached to the upper and lower faces of the magnet pole tips within the gap. 
While these single-turn loops produce only 0.037 gauss per ampere of 
excitation, the required correction for ripple cancellation is only of the order 
of tens of amperes. In order to change the average field during injection or 
ejection, a network of these windings could be pulsed to a high current for a 
few milliseconds. 

Pole -face windings may be excited with field -correcting currents by 
means of external or internal feedback connections. In the external feed
back arrangement (see Fig. 1) a pickup loop is affixed to the pole tips near 
the center of the aperture to sample the rate of change of magnetic field. 
The output voltage of this loop is amplified, shifted in phas.e, and used to 
excite the pole -face windings with corr~ction currents. If ripple correction 
alone is desired, a simple audio amplifier capable of delivering approxi
mately one kilowatt of power should suffice. If short periods of control 
over the average rate of change of field are to be obtained, a de coupled 
amplifier of high peak power rating will be required. Electronic switching 
of the low-level input circuits can be used to simplify transient operation. 

Internal feedback control of the magnetic field in the aperture may be 
obtained by using a self -energizing correction circuit. This method is 
somewhat less flexible than the external feedback method, but it is con
siderably simpler and involves a minimum of equipment. A low-impedance 
source of voltage proportional to the rate of change of magnetic field may be 
derived from a low-resistance coil which encloses the flux of the magnet 
yokes (see Fig. 2). This voltage source, when connected in reversed polarity 
to the pole -face windings, will cause a current to circulate which will oppose 
the generation of a magnetic field in the gap. Both ripple and average field 
cancellation may be provided by suitable coupling. An inherent limitation in 
the internal feedback connection arises from eddy-current and saturation 
effects. While perfect cancellation will not be achieved because of these 
effects, it turns out that sufficient cancellation can be achieved to make this 
approach quite practicaL 
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Fig. 1. External feedback control for attenuation 
of magnet ripple. 
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Fig. 2. Internal feedback (self-energized) control for 
attenuation of magnet ripple .. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A self-energized ripple-canceling circuit has been installed in the 
Bevatron magnet to test this method of magnetic field control. A two-turn 
excitation winding of flexible cable was placed around the inner yokes of the 
magnet. This winding is de coupled to most of the pole -face winding to 
furnish a distributed control of the magnetic field gradienL It was ac 
coupled through 800 microfarads of capacity to pole -face windings at the 
extremities of the aperture (see Fig. 3). The selection of outer pole -face 
windings was based upon magnetic -field uniformity calculations. 

800 f.J.f d 

2.5 kv 

Condenser 

Loop around return flux 

PFW 
No. l 

of inner-radius magnet yoke 

Fig. 3. Self-energized ripple correction used in 
Bevatron tests to reduce magnet ripple in the 
aperture. 

The degree of ripple reduction was determined by observing the voltage 
induced on a centrally located winding attached to the lower pole face. The 
effect of the self-energized connection is illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. 
A transient develops in the ripple -canceling circuit as the magnet excitation 
is switched on. The 10-millisecond period of this transient is determined 
by the series inductance of the excitation and pole -face windings and the 
capacity of the coupling condenser. As the circuit is heavily damped, the 
transient is imperceptible 30 milliseconds later, at injection time (see Fig.-4). 
Magnetic -field ripple during injection should be small if full advantage is to 
be taken of the injection period. Figure 5 shows that the ripple is attenuated 
by a factor of 3.6 when the self-energized winding is connected. By the time 
the magnetic field reaches 15,500 gauss, corresponding to 6.2 Bev, saturation 
effects have caused an increase in the ripple cancellation so that the ripple 
at the peak field is reduced by a factor of 8.4. 

An independent verification of the reduction in magnetic -field ripple 
was obtained when the ripple structure in the secondary beam was examined 
by a counter telescope. Comparison of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that the ripple 
attenuation with the self -energized winding has been sufficient to essentially 
eliminate the magnet-ripple structure from the secondary beam. · 

Perhaps the most convincing test of the effectiveness of this control 
technique was obtained in the following experimenL If both the synchronizer 
and the ripple -canceling circuit was disabled, beam losses were large and 
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ZN- 1519 

Fig . 4 . Effect of ripple -correction circu i t o n the magnitude of th e 
magnetic field ripple at the sta rt of magnet excitation . 
Sweep s peed: 5 milliseconds/ em. Trigger: magne t turn -on . 

Top s weep: B v oltage without ripple c o rrection. Synchronize r 

adjusted for minimum 24-phas e r i pple. B o ttom sweep: B v oltage 

u nd e r identical conditions w ith ripple - c or rection circuit energize d. 
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ZN-1518 

Fig . 5. Effect of ripple -correction circuit on the magnitude of the 
m a gnetic -field ripple at injection. Sweep speed: 100 m icro
seconds/ em. Trigger: Injector turn-on. Top sweep: B ripple 

• voltage at 1 volt/ em without ripple correction. Bottom sweep: B 

ripple v oltage at 1 volt/ em with ripple correction. A 3. 6 : 1 
reduction is effected. 
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ZN-1520 

Fig . 6 . Effect of ripple -correction circuit on the magnitude of the 
magnetic - field ripple at 15,500 gauss. Sweep speed: 50 0 m 1c ro-

• 
seconds/ em. Trigger: Current marker 3 3. Top swe e p: B ripple 

v oltag e at 2 volts/ em without ripple correction . Bottom sweep: B 
ripple voltage at l volt/ em with ripple correction . An 8 .4: 1 
reducti on i n rippl e is effected. Note that the remaining ripple is 
n ot sig nificant! v larger than the ignitron noise . 
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Fig. 7. Magnet-ripple modulation of secondary beam. S ynchr onizer 
adjusted for minimum 1440 -c ycle ripple. Sweep speed: 10 m illisec /cm . 
Sweep tri gge r: Current marker 24. Top sweep: Induction e l ec trode 

signal showing bunched primary beam. Bottom sweep: Integ rated 

output of counter at 90° to thin ta;rget without ripple correction 
circuit. 
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ZN-1517 

Fig. 8. Effect of ·ripple -correction circuit on magnitude of magnet
ripple modulation of secondar y beam. S ynchronizer disabled. 
Ripple -correction circuit connected. Sweep speed: 6 millisec/ em. 
Sweep trigger: Current marker 30. Top sweep: Integrated output 

of counter at 90° to thin target. Bottom sweep: Induction electrode 
signal showing bunched primary beam. 
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operation was erratic. If either the ripple -canceling circuit or the 
synchronizer was excited, ope ration was res to red to normal. An important 
result of this direct test is that the very costly and critical electronic servo 
can be replaced by a few suitably placed turns of wire and a condenser. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is evident that this new app.roach to the problem of magnetic -field 
control yields very satisfactory results. It is simple, reliable, and--in 
the self-energized connection--completely automatic. Most proton 
synchrotrons now in ope ration or under cons true tion can benefit from the 
use of this technique, as pole -face windings, that have been installed to 
permit magnetic -gradient corrections can be used, by the techniques 
described above, to reduce the magnetic -field ripple in the aperture to 
negligible values. In addition, they can be used to program the rate of 
change of the magnetic field in the gap, during beam injection and ejection. 

This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commis sian. 




